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Read each task carefully. Identify what the task asks for.
If you find that information is missing in a task you are free to make the assumptions you consider 
necessary, but remember to explain and clearly mark your assumptions. 
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Task 1 (30%)

a) What information are you looking for in the information gathering phase of a security test?

The OWASP testing guide (v.3.0 – v.4.0 was not published yet at the start of the semester) gives an in-
depth description of this in chapter 4.1 – information gathering. 
An answer is therefore expeted to include: 

– information about the application structure (e.g. Enough to create a pagemap), including 
different zones (e.g. open, authenticated)

– information about data flow within the application – e.g. Parameters and values, get and post
– information about the infratsucture/platform – webserver, database, programming language 

b) What are the main properties of a cryptographic hash function? 

One-wayness, truly random, collision free, and possibly: random length input, fixed length output. 
P140-141 in the Security Engineering book.

c)OpenSAMM defines four Business Functions and for each of these three Security Practices. What 
security practices are included in the Verification Business Function? Briefly explain how each 
works. 

The three security practices are: 
Design review - The Design Review (DR) Practice is focused on assessment of software design and 
architecture for securityrelated problems. This allows an organization to detect architecture-level 
issues early in software development and thereby avoid potentially large costs from refactoring later 
due to security concerns. Beginning with lightweight activities to build understanding of the security-
relevant details about an architecture, an organization evolves toward more formal inspection 
methods that verify completeness in provision of security mechanisms. At the organization level, 
design review services are built and offered to stakeholders. In a sophisticated form, provision of this 
Practice involves detailed, data-level inspection of designs and enforcement of baseline expectations 
for conducting design assessments and reviewing findings before releases are accepted. 
Code review - The Code Review (CR) Practice is focused on inspection of software at the source code 
level in order to find security vulnerabilities. Code-level vulnerabilities are generally simple to 
understand conceptually, but even informed developers can easily make mistakes that leave software 
open to potential compromise. To begin, an organization uses lightweight checklists and for 
efficiency, only inspects the most critical software modules. However, as an organization evolves it 
uses automation technology to dramatically improve coverage and efficacy of code review activities. 
Sophisticated provision of this Practice involves deeper integration of code review into the 
development process to enable project teams to find problems earlier. This also enables organizations 
to better audit and set expectations for code review findings before releases can be made. 
SecurityTesting - The Security Testing (ST) Practice is focused on inspection of software in the 
runtime environment in order to find security problems. These testing activities bolster the assurance 
case for software by checking it in the same context in which it is expected to run, thus making visible 
operational misconfigurations or errors in business logic that are difficult to otherwise find. Starting 
with penetration testing and high-level test cases based on the functionality of software, an 
organization evolves toward usage of security testing automation to cover the wide variety of test 
cases that might demonstrate a vulnerability in the system. In an advanced form, provision of this 
Practice involves customization of testing automation to build a battery of security tests covering 
application-specific concerns in detail. With additional visibility at the organization  level, security 
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testing enables organizations to set minimum expectations for security testing results before a project 
release is accepted

d) The first two steps of the RMF has a focus on understanding the business context and linking 
technical risks to business risks. Why is this important?

The purpose is to link the risk analysis with business priorities. Most importantly it allows you to 
judge consequences for the business, not just for the program itself. It is also important to understand 
that the system and security of the system is there to support the business goals.

e) Explain the core properties of the Biba and Bell LaPadula security models. How are they different? 

A good answer should include the simple security property and the star property. Biba: no write up – 
no read down (integrity). Bell LaPadula: no read up – no write down (confidentiality).

f) What is a buffer overflow vulnerability? How do you test for buffer overflows? 

A buffer overflow vulnerability is made possible by unsafe memory management. Preconditions: 
unsafe programming language and poor programming – using unsafe functions. A buffer overflow 
vulnerability is present when X bytes has been allocated for a buffer, but the program actually allows 
Y bytes (where Y > X) to be written to that buffer. So the result is that some part of memory is 
overwritten. What happens depends on where it occurs. You test for buffer overflows by provoking a 
program with very large inputs. 
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Task 2 (30%)  

A university is testing a new system for managing exams digitally. The system allows the exam tasks 
to be distributes to a dedicated set of computers that the students can use to answer and upload their 
exam. The computers are set up so they can only communicate with the server of the exam 
management system. No other communication is allowed. All communication with the exam 
management server is encrypted. The system is based on web-technology and set up with single sign-
on so that the students are using their ordinary username and password issued by the university to log 
on to the system.

Your task is to perform a security analysis of the model, by using three different types of threat 
modeling: data flow diagrams, attack trees and misuse cases. For each of the threat models you 
create, explain the pros and cons of this type of threat model.

From the questions at the day of the exam it seems some of the students were unclear about what a 
security analysis is – should they do more than threat modelling?
What is expected here is:

– as always showing both method knowledge as well as providing meaningfull content
– a good answer have to include all three types of models and they have to be used right
– DFDs provide an overview of the system's attack surface – where does data flow? Who has 

access to what parts of the system?
– Misuse cases allow mapping from wanted functionality via how it can be exploited to 

necessary security functionality
– Attack trees put the attackers goal in focus and how that can be achieved. (Often) a more 

technical and detailed analysis than misuse cases.
All three used together provides a very good overview. Note that the students are not expected to 
include every possible threat model for this system here, due to time constraints, but all three types of 
models have to be present, and used in a meaningful way that demonstrates how they complement 
each other. The students are expected to explain their models – just providing models without any 
explanation of their thinking is not a great answer.
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Task 3 (20%) 

For each of the code snippets listen below, your task is to:
 Identify the security vulnerability.
 Explain why this is a security issue.
 Fix the code. You may use pseudo-code for this. Remember to explain your solution.

 
Code snippet 1 

<?php
$email = "abc123@sdsd.com"; 
$regex = '/^[_a-z0-9-]+(\.[_a-z0-9-]+)*@[a-z0-9-]+(\.[a-z0-9-]+)*(\.[a-z]{2,3})$/'; 
if (preg_match($regex, $email)) {
 echo $email . " is a valid email. We can accept it.";
} else { 
 echo $email . " is an invalid email. Please try again.";
}           
?>

Example from: http://stackoverflow.com/questions/18094623/whats-wrong-with-my-code-preg-match .

Issue: The issue her is that the developer attempts to do input validation manually – which is never a good idea. (ref 
OWASP: How to write insecure code. Input validation – let developers validate their way. To create truly insecure code, 
you should try to validate as many different ways as possible, and in as many different places as possible. Don't bother 
with a standard way of doing validation, you're just cramping developer style.) PHP has a built-in function to do this for 
you. It is actually used in code snippet 4 – supposed to be a hint. This is not a great regex for validation of email 
addresses. Many students will probably point that out but it is not the vulnerability we are looking for here.  

Code snippet 2 

try {
openDbConnection();
}
catch (Exception $e) {
echo 'Caught exception: ', $e->getMessage(), '\n';
echo 'Check credentials in config file at: ', $Mysql_config_location, '\n';
}

Issue: Poor error management. This code tries to open a database connection, and prints any exceptions that occur. If an 
exception occurs, the printed message exposes the location of the configuration file the script is using. An attacker can use 
this information to target the configuration file (perhaps exploiting a Path Traversal weakness). If the file can be read, the 
attacker could gain credentials for accessing the database. The attacker may also be able to replace the file with a 
malicious one, causing the application to use an arbitrary database.

http://cwe.mitre.org/data/definitions/209.html
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Code snippet 3 

$id = $_COOKIE["mid"];
mysql_query("SELECT MessageID, Subject FROM messages WHERE MessageID = '$id'");

Issue: SQLinjection

http://cwe.mitre.org/data/definitions/89.html
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Code snippet 4 

Issue: CSRF

http://stackoverflow.com/questions/1783137/examples-of-vulnerable-php-code
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Task 4 (20%)

The Risk Management Framework enables you to manage risks in the Software Development 
Lifecycle (SDL). The output of the RMF depends on where you are in the SDL. 

You have been given the task of performing a security review of an existing system for ordering 
movie tickets. The system allows the users to see information about upcoming movies, see the 
schedule for the week, book and pay for tickets. Issued tickets are sent to the customer’s e-mail 
address. 

The RMF has been used by the team developing this system, so you are lucky. You have a lot of 
information to base your review on. Below is an excerpt of a spreadsheet that summarizes identified 
business risks, corresponding technical risks, and implemented mitigation techniques. 

To perform the security review, your first action is to test if the mitigation techniques are in place and 
works as intended. Using the RMF-excerpt above, your task is to create a risk-based test plan to use 
in your review.

–
From the questions on the day of the exam it seems some students were confused here if they were 
supposed to do an entire security review and what that meant. What we are looking for is just the 
risk-based test plan. And of course an explanation of it. How they assess risks. And details on each 
test including necessary inputs and expected result. They all did this in exercise 3 so this should not 
be hard. But we are looking for sound arguments in their explanations. A table with no other 
explanamtion is definitely not a good answer.
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